APPENDIX 9: LOCAL HERITAGE ASSETS
LOCATION MAP

1. Buildings noted in Witherley Conservation Area as ‘Important Buildings’ and confirmed as nondesignated heritage assets in this Plan
1

1 Bridge Lane, Witherley
A striking early 18th Century detached cottage.
Probably once three properties, now a handsome
rendered, detached, two storey single dwelling.
Three gable roofs, one being an asymmetrical
‘saltbox’ gable. Slate roof covering. Chimney stacks
no longer present.
The 1848 tithe records show the buildings to be a
house and shop being part of the estate of Dr John
Thompson, a physician, who lived at Bridge House on
Watling Street. The Thompson family had resided at
Witherley Bridge for many centuries.
Good example of functional housing, likely built to house agricultural workers, on the Thompson estate.
Viewed from the Churchyard of the Grade I listed Church the building occupies a prominent corner position
beside the River Anker.
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HER Listing: Located within the historic settlement core of Witherley HER* Ref: 8929.
Associated Listing:
The property is within Witherley Conservation Area and noted for its
historical/architectural interest.
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2 Bridge Lane, Witherley
A simple early 18th Century timber framed two storey cottage standing
beside the River Anker.
In 1848 the tithe records show the building to be used as a house and
shop, part of the estate of Dr John Thompson, a physician, who resided
at Bridge House on Watling Street.
A good example of functional housing likely built to house agricultural
workers on the Thompson estate. The Thompson family resided at
Witherley Bridge for many centuries.

HER Listing: Located within the historic settlement core of Witherley HER* Ref: 8929.
Associated Listing: The property is within Witherley Conservation Area and noted for its historical and
architectural interest.
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3 Bridge Lane, Witherley
Late 19th Century, three storey residential building. The building is constructed
of local vernacular materials including orange bricks with red clay roof tiles.
Gable end orange brick chimney stack with clay pots. The door opening is
housed in a towered bay with flat roof and decorative crenelated corbelled
stonework. Wooden casement windows. Its scale and position, set back from
the roadside, ensures it has visual prominence in the street scene.

HER Listing: Located within the historic settlement core of Witherley HER* Ref: 8929.
Associated Listing: The property is within Witherley Conservation Area noted for its historical and
architectural interest.
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3 & 4 Riverside, Witherley
Late 19th Century three storey redbrick residential
properties. The building is constructed of local vernacular
materials including orange bricks with blue clay roof tiles.
The buildings have historic and aesthetic value.
This single pair of Victorian houses with blue brick boundary
walls remain as a legacy of the former river frontage
buildings.

HER Listing: Located within the historic settlement core of Witherley HER* Ref: 8929.
Associated Listing: The property is within Witherley Conservation Area and noted for its historical and
architectural interest.
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1 Church Road, Witherley
Small cottage occupying a prominent position between the church and
school.

HER Listing: Located within the historic settlement core of Witherley HER* Ref: 8929.
Associated Listing: The property is within Witherley Conservation Area and noted for its historical and
architectural interest.
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2&4 Church Road, Witherley
Two attached cottages built circa 1897. A central brick chimney stack
with terracotta clay pots. Gable roof with natural slate covering.
Decorative terracotta tile course at eaves level. Wooden sliding sash
windows. A canopy with tiled roof extends across the property.
There has been some alteration to the
original building with the addition of
entrance porches.
A large terracotta Jubilee plaque,
approximately 60 cm square, occupies the
upper front central wall. Moulded in brickclay by Broadbent of Leicester, it
commemorates the Diamond Jubilee of
Queen Victoria. Her profile set in a medallion amid titles of the
imperial dominions.
(Reproduction of drawing by historian Peter Foss)
HER Listing: Located within the historic settlement core of Witherley HER* Ref: 8929.
Associated Listing: The property is within Witherley Conservation Area and noted for its historical and
architectural interest.
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Blue Cross Cottage, 5 Church Road, Witherley
Red brick cottage built circa 1800, with simple blue brick
string course at first floor level with a decorative blue brick
cross occupying the front central upper wall. Gable roof
with clay tile covering, tall brick chimney stacks at gable
ends, with blue brick corbelling and terracotta clay pots.
Thought to have once been in a row of possibly four cottages
known as Butcher’s Row (one cottage being a butcher’s
shop) lying between Church Road, the River Anker, the
Rectory Field and the Church Yard. George Hood, born in
Witherley in 1776, was a butcher and the owner of Blue
Cross Cottage in 1848.
A lane or track, believed to be an old Pack Road from
Leicester to Birmingham, ran alongside the cottages.
HER Listing: Located within the historic settlement core of Witherley HER Ref: 8929.
Associated Listing: The property is within Witherley Conservation Area and noted for its historical and
architectural interest.
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15, 17 and 19 Post Office Lane, Witherley
Row of three cottages built
circa 1780. Natural slate
roof coverings, gable and
ridge chimney stacks,
timber casement windows.
Extended sympathetically
with minor alterations.
A good example of simple
18th Century cottages
possibly for agricultural
workers. Number 19 once
served as the Village Post
Office.
The cottages are illustrative of the social and cultural development of Witherley Village as a predominantly
agricultural village with functional housing built to house farm workers
The cottages have a visual prominence overlooking the village green, which is the Memorial Playing Field,
and they can be singled out as a landmark within the local street scene.
HER Listing: Located within the historic settlement core of Witherley HER* Ref: 8929.
Associated Listing: The properties lie within Witherley Conservation Area and are noted for its historical
and architectural interest.
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Witherley Hall Lodge, 2 Hall Lane, Witherley
Built circa 1800 this was once two dwellings forming part
of a longer row of agricultural cottages providing
accommodation for workers at the Church Farm.
Rendered brick, gable roof with clay tile covering, ridge
and gable chimney stacks with clay pots.
The bay is out of character with the early build and is likely
a later addition to the building, circa 1900 when the
course of Church Road was altered, and the building
became the gatehouse for the Hall.
The entrance door is elevated above street level with
steps to the front door (indicative of flood water
problems in this area of the village).
The farmhouse is illustrative of the social and cultural development of Witherley as a predominantly
agricultural village.
HER Listing: Located within the historic settlement core of Witherley HER* Ref: 8929.
Associated Listing: The property is within Witherley Conservation Area and is noted for its
historical/architectural interest.
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The Cottages, 4-12 Hall Lane, Witherley
Row of five redbrick 19th Century cottages, known locally as ‘tub
row’. The cottages each have a Gable roof with clay tile covering,
ridge chimneystacks with clay pots. The central cottage, No 8, has
an arched doorway. The original windows of the cottages were
arch shaped. Despite this alteration the original fabric and historic
character of the buildings remain.
Fronting directly onto Hall Lane, an attractive granite and pebble
pavement provides an interesting surface and the cottages stand
out on the street scene as an historic group of buildings.
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HER Listing: Located within the historic settlement core of Witherley HER* Ref: 8929.
Associated Listing: The cottages are within Witherley Conservation Area and noted for their
historical/architectural interest.
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Home Farm, Hall Lane, Witherley
Rendered brick farmhouse built circa 1800. Two brick
string courses across front facade and dentil brick course
at eaves level. Gable roof with chimney stacks.
The former farm buildings in the rickyard have been
converted into residential properties.
The farmhouse has been built in an elevated position with
steps to the front door indicative of surface water flood
problems in this area.
The farmhouse is illustrative of the social and cultural
development of Witherley as a predominantly
agricultural village with housing required to house those
who have performed a trade critical to the functioning of
the village.
HER Listing: Located within the historic settlement core of Witherley HER* Ref: 8929.
Associated Listing: The cottages are within Witherley Conservation Area and noted for their
historical/architectural interest.
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Witherley Hall, Hall Lane, Witherley
Witherley Hall, formerly ‘The Rectory’, was built circa
1840 on, or near, the site of the original manor house.
It was purchased in 1851 by Stanes Brocket Henry
Chamberlayne who renamed it ‘The Hall’.
It appears to be of three builds - a Regency piece
incorporating what was once the old Library, a ball
room wing built in the 1930s by the Chamberlayne
family, and the main body of the house which is
Victorian mock tudor. The entire building has a baronial
character, with arched doorways, square Tudoresque
hood moulds, a towered porch corbelled bartizans and
blank arms plaques. The front of the house stuccoed
with two bay windows set symmetrically either side of
the doorway bay looks out over the valley and the river,
with a series of terraces leading down to a small lake at
the bottom of the garden.
There is an enormous vaulted icehouse submerged in
the ground on the south side of the house, no doubt
part of the late 18th/early 19th century reconstruction.
The main driveway used to approach the hall along the
garden terrace, from the direction of the bridge over
the Anker where the old cornmill stood.
Some of the very extensive outbuildings and stables of The Hall are now converted into housing as part of
a mews close. The wall and glasshouses of the property can also be seen and there is an entrance lodge in
similar fashion.
In 1940 The Hall was requisitioned by the army for use in the second world war. It accommodated Dunkirk
evacuees and the Liverpool Scottish Regiment. Nissen Huts were erected on the back lawn and in 1943
the Royal Pioneer Corps came to Witherley Hall to guard prisoners of war.
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HER Listing: Located within the historic settlement core of Witherley HER* Ref: 8929.
Associated Listing: The property is within Witherley Conservation Area and noted for its historical and
architectural interest.
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Old Rectory, 19 Church Road, Witherley
Late 19th Century redbrick, three-storey building with clay tile roof covering.
The building possibly encases an early 18th Century house. Historian, Peter
Foss noted an early brick pilaster with moulded cornice formed in the wall
of one of the gabled bays on the south side of the house in 1978.
Timber sliding sash windows.

HER Listing: Located within the historic settlement core of Witherley HER* Ref: 8929.
Associated Listing: The property is within Witherley Conservation Area and noted for its historical and
architectural interest.
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Buildings Associated with Witherley Hall

The very extensive outbuildings and stables of Witherley Hall have been converted into functional
residential housing:
Properties include:
(14) The Stables, 7 Mill Lane
(15) The Coach House, 5 Mill Lane
(16) Vine Cottage (the Nurses House)
The properties are situated behind the high buttress brick wall, part of the original wall of the Hall which
runs along Mill Lane forming the north east boundary of the conservation area.

HER Listing: Located within the historic settlement core of Witherley HER* Ref: 8929.
Associated Listing: The properties are within Witherley Conservation Area and are noted for historical and
architectural interest.
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Witherley CE Primary School, Church Road, Witherley
Red brick school house built circa 1872 on site previously known as
Sarah Thomas’s Cottage. Sliding sash windows, plain timber barge
boards with door canopy. Blue clay tile roof.

HER Listing: Located within the historic settlement core of Witherley HER* Ref: 8929.
Associated Listing: The property is within Witherley Conservation Area and noted for its historical/
architectural interest.

2. Buildings and structures identified as non-designated heritage assets in this Plan
18

2&4 Church Lane, Fenny Drayton
Early 19th century residential buildings.
Clay tile roof
coverings, gable and ridge chimney stacks, timber casement
windows (to No 4), segmental window arches and dog tooth
eaves course. Extended sympathetically with minor
alterations.
A good example of simple early 19th century agricultural
workers’ cottages. The cottages are illustrative of the social
and cultural development of Fenny Drayton as a
predominantly agricultural village with functional housing
required to house farm workers. No 4 served as a Post Office
during the first half of the 20th Century (OS Map).
The cottages have a visual prominence and can be singled out as a landmark within the local street scene.
Associated HER* Listings: MLE8930 - situated within the historic settlement core of Fenny Drayton
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The Old Coach House, Church Lane, Fenny Drayton
Early 19th Century Building.
Former coach house for ‘The Rectory’, now known as
‘The Firs’, being a small but grand, early 19th Century,
Grade II listed house.
Now converted into residential use, the coach house is
located to the east of ‘The Firs’ between the original
driveway with gate piers. Some original boundary walls
and agricultural buildings (the pigsty and cowshed)
remain. It is a good example of a functional building
serving a house of some status. Architectural interest
includes in part original brick laid in a Flemish garden wall
bond, blue clay tile roof coverings, a small gabled half
dormer window (serving the first floor accommodation),
canted blue brick window sills and a Georgian style door surround (installed when converted to residential
use rather than being original). Despite some alterations the integrity of the coach house remains. It has a
clear historic relationship and association with The Firs.
Associated HER* Listings: MLE8930 - situated within the historic settlement core of Fenny Drayton
Associated Listing: The Firs, 11 Church Street – Grade II (1074186)
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13-15 Old Forge Road, Fenny Drayton
Mid 19th Century group of residential buildings. A good
example of a row of simple mid-19th Century agricultural
workers cottages, now converted into two dwellings.
Archaeological recording identified part of the original
construction to be a pegged box timber framed
structure likely dating from the early 18th century. Up
until the mid 20th Century a blacksmith’s forge was
attached to the southern end of the row. The remains
of the old furnace survive in the front garden. One of
the cottages would likely have been the home of the farrier. (The site of the forge is now a collection of
dwellings called Farriers Gate.)
The cottages are illustrative of the social and cultural development of Fenny Drayton as a predominantly
agricultural village with housing required to house those who have performed a trade critical to the
functioning of the village.
Architectural interest includes in part original brick laid in a Flemish bond, clay tile roof coverings, gable
and ridge chimney stacks, gabled half dormer windows and segmental window arches. Despite some
alteration and extension, the integrity of the cottages as a coherent row remains. Due to the extent of the
row and location behind a small front garden the cottages have a visual prominence and can be singled
out as a landmark within the local street scene.
Adjacent to HER Listing MLE20906 – Old Forge, Blacksmith’s Workshop and Pit
Associated HER* Listings: MLE8930 - situated within the historic settlement core of Fenny Drayton
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The Royal Red Gate, Watling Street, Fenny Drayton
Building, possibly late 17th century, although the earliest
inn on this site is thought to be Elizabethan or earlier.
A painted brick building with three gables, wooden
casement windows, two bow windows and slate roof.
The village of Fenny Drayton including The Red Gate Inn
were once part of the Lindley Estate.
A landmark building on the south eastern borderlands of
the Parish at the former crossroads of Watling Street (A5)
at Caldecote.
The ‘Gate’ part of the pub’s name presumably comes
from this being the site of a turnpike toll gate on Watling
Street. The ‘Royal’ comes from a connection with Queen
Adelaide; William IV died in 1837 and the Dowager
Queen Adelaide travelled by coach to pay regular visits to
stay at Gopsall Hall as guest of Earl Howe who was her
Chamberlain. She stopped at the inn en route from
Warwick Castle (Edwards, 1923).
Photo circa 1900: The Coach House (left of main
building) no longer exists
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Red House Farm, Main Road, Ratcliffe Culey

Red House Farm was a prominent landmark feature at the eastern approach to the centre of the Hamlet.
The former red brick farmhouse (pictured below right) dates to the late 17th century but today is virtually
demolished having tumbled down leaving one wall standing.
Much historic and aesthetic interest remain in the barns. The winnowing barn (pictured left) is 17th
Century and virtually unaltered. The farmyard is bounded by an attractive curved traditional low brick
boundary wall.
HER Listings: Located within the Historic Settlement Core of Ratcliffe Culey HER Ref MLE8928
Associated HER Listing: MLE19372 Medieval village earthworks north of farmyard
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Wisteria Cottage, 23 Main Road, Ratcliffe Culey
18th Century Cottages, now combined into a single
residence.
Timber casement windows, clay tile roof coverings, gable
chimney stacks. Good examples of simple unpretentious
agricultural workers cottages in the vernacular style.
The cottages have a visual prominence at the centre of
the hamlet and can be singled out as a landmark within
the local street scene.
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K6 Telephone Kiosk, Main Road, Ratcliffe Culey
Monument. Mid 20th Century.
One of only a few remaining type K6 telephone kiosks within the Borough. The K6
kiosk was designed by the nationally renowned architect Sir Giles Gilbert Scott to
commemorate the Silver Jubilee of the coronation of King George V in 1935. The
kiosk was constructed in cast iron and finished in red to make them easy to spot. It
is a square kiosk with a domed roof, unperforated crowns to top panels and margin
glazing to the windows and door.
This box has the Tudor Crown, which was in use between 1936 and 1953. Near to
its original condition, it retains a degree of integrity. It has a functional relationship
with the adjacent Gate Inn Public House with these typical village services being
located within close proximity to each other. Today, the kiosk houses a mannequin,
dressed in seasonal attire, to amuse villagers and visitors.
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Mythe Cottage, Ratcliffe Road, Witherley
A late 18th Century, two-storey, rendered brick building with a
natural slate roof covering. The original building has been
extended, probably during the Victorian era. The building
stands amongst a small cluster of residential properties on the
western border of the Parish.
The main façade has a central bay with an entrance doorway
and porch with a decorative leadwork canopy. The windows
are timber sliding sash windows with multiple panes in regular
symmetry. Tall blue brick chimney stacks with twin ceramic
pots are positioned at each gable end. The building appears to
have a bay at the rear and additional chimney stacks are visible
from the roadside.
The building is significant because of its age and integrity. Much of the original fabric of the building
remains. The building stands out in the landscape because it differs in style from the vernacular red brick
and red roof tile.
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Lodge Cottage, Sibson Road, Ratcliffe Culey

A redbrick two storey building having a gable roof with clay tile covering. Twentieth century timber
casement windows. Brick chimney stacks with clay pots.
Originally a small croft thought to date from the mid 18th Century with later extensions to the cottage. The
rear of the building (pictured left) shows irregular roof construction with apertures for doorways and
windows having been altered.
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Bank Farm House, Sibson Road, Ratcliffe Culey
Isolated red brick farmstead.
The farmhouse has a gable roof with clay tile covering
and brick gable chimney stacks. Timber sliding sash
windows. The construction date is believed to be
1728.
Group Value with a number of isolated farmsteads
east of the village of Ratcliffe Culey.
For centuries much land in Ratcliffe Culey was held in
single ownership and enclosed by private
arrangement. The enclosure process was started by
the religious houses in the fifteenth century. In 1706
the Farmer family, once a dominating landowner
began to dispose of extensive land holdings. The freeholders built new homes close to their farmland. The
1766 enclosure completed enclosure of the common land and waste and several ancient large enclosures
of 600 acres were subdivided. The act awarded 125 acres of glebe and freeholders were awarded lands
by right with only two cottagers awarded rights.
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Atherstone Hunt Kennels and Stable, Kennel Lane, Witherley
The Atherstone Fox Hounds were founded at the
beginning of the 19th Century. In 1815, Squire George
Osbaldeston a well-known figure in the hunting
world, established hounds at the present kennels at
Witherley and countryside surrounding Witherley
was hunted from here until 2019. Built around a
show yard are various red brick buildings with slate
roof coverings. The Stables were to the West of the
main building and the East wing accommodated the
hounds. Originally the huntsman and stud groom
lived above until cottages were built in 1840.
Siegfrid Sassoon, one of the leading poets of the 1st
World War, wrote ‘Memoir of a Fox Hunting Man’ first published in 1923 and it is widely believed this
bestselling novel was based on accounts of hunting with the Atherstone Hunt.
The buildings have an historical association with the Atherstone Hunt, group value with the Cottages and
have evidential value regardless of their future use.
The Atherstone Hunt Buildings are valued highly by the local community as Witherley Parish has strong
cultural associations with the Hunt which has shaped the surrounding countryside.
HER Listing: MLE 24332
Associated HER Listings: 24331
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Hunt Cottages, 57-59 Kennel Lane, Witherley
Built around 1840 by the Atherstone Hunt to house the
Huntsman and Stablehand. Built of red brick the cottages
are semi-detached with a clay tile roof. Gable end and
central chimney stacks with wooden porch canopies over
the front doors.
Siegfrid Sassoon, one of the leading poets of the 1st World
War, followed his great friend Norman Loder to Witherley
when he became Master of the Atherstone Hunt. Staying
first in the Huntsman’s Cottage then, at the larger Grade II
listed Witherley Lodge on Watling Street, Sassoon would
join Loder for the hunting season. The Atherstone Hunt is
widely believed to be the subject of Sassoon’s bestselling
novel ‘Memoir of a Fox Hunting Man’.
The cottages have historical associations with the Atherstone Hunt and Siegfrid Sassoon, and have group
value with the Hunt Kennels with evidential value regardless of future use. The Atherstone Hunt ceased its
activities in Witherley in 2019.
(Biography of Siegfried Sassoon by Max Egrenant; Portrait of Sassoon by Glyn Warren Philpott 1917)
HER Listing: MLE 24331
Associated HER Listings: 24332
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Woodbine Cottage, 1 Atterton Lane, Witherley
19th Century red brick building with clay tile roof covering
and gable end chimney stacks. Architectural interest
includes perforated barge boards, dentil eaves course and
segmental window arches.
A flood level indicator is installed in the porch on the front
elevation/ The gauge is a record pf when the house has
been flooded and by how much.
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Parish Rooms, Chapel Lane, Witherley
Late 19th Century red brick building. Originally built as a nonconformist chapel and shown on early OS Maps as ‘The Mission
Room’. The building is now St Peter’s Church Hall and provides
a community facility for the Village.
Architectural features are perforated barge boards and
segmental brick window and door arches.
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The Gate inn, Main Road, Ratcliffe Culey
Building, mid 19th Century
A good example of a village public house. The Gate Inn
was first referenced in the mid-19th Century. Its
architecture is consistent with this period so it was likely
to have been constructed for the purpose of being an Inn.
There have been subsequent alterations and additions
during the late 19th Century and more recently. It is
illustrative of the social economic and cultural
development of Ratcliffe Culey providing a typical
function of a small village.
Architectural interest includes tall gable end chimney
stacks, segmental window arches and prominent sills,
cellar doors and clay roof tiles to the extensions.
Artistic interest includes pub lettering and hanging sign to
communicate the use of the building.
It provides a critical communal function for the village and is a source of identity and social interaction. The
building has a visual prominence and can be singled out as a landmark within the local street scene. It has
a functional relationship with the adjacent telephone kiosk and these typical village services being located
within close proximity to each other.
The Gate hosts the historic annual Lane Setting Auction.
The building is within the historic settlement core of Ratcliffe Culey.
Premises on this site have in the past been used as a mortuary.
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23 & 25 Atterton Lane, Witherley
A pair of Victorian cottages which date from mid-19th
century. Sited within a small cluster of 19th century
development to the north-east of the historic core of the
village the cottages are a good example of reasonably high
status dwellings as the village expanded throughout this
period. The buildings are constructed of local vernacular
materials including orange bricks with blue clay roof tiles,
and have some architectural embellishment including
Flemish bond brickwork, segmental brick window arches
and a dentil eaves course. The properties retain sash
windows typical of the period and a gable end and ridge
brick chimney stacks. For these reasons the buildings have
historic and aesthetic value ensuring they are of heritage
interest. The buildings have a linear plan form of a single
room depth with a slightly later additional service wing to
the rear. The original external elevations are largely unaltered and retain a great deal of integrity. The
openness surrounding the buildings at the largely undeveloped edge of the village accompanied by scale
and position set slightly back from the road ensure there is a visual prominence in the street scene when
entering and leaving Witherley along the Atterton Lane.
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K6 Telephone Kiosk, Church Lane/Old Forge Road, Fenny Drayton
Mid 20th Century.
One of only a few remaining type K6 telephone kiosks within the Borough. The
K6 kiosk was designed by the nationally renowned architect Sir Giles Gilbert
Scott to commemorate the Silver Jubilee of the coronation of King George V in
1935. It was introduced in 1936 and production ended in 1968. The kiosk was
constructed in cast iron and finished in red to make them easy to spot. It is a
square kiosk with a domed roof, unperforated crowns to top panels and
margin glazing to the windows and door.
This particular kiosk is near to its original condition so retains a degree of
integrity. It provides a distinctive and iconic landmark within the street scene.
The kiosk now houses the village Defibrillator.
The kiosk is within the historic settlement core of Fenny Drayton (HER MLE 8930).
Associated HER* Listings: MLE8930 - situated within the historic settlement core of Fenny Drayton
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Bridle Cottage, Church Lane, Fenny Drayton
Building circa 1700.
Double gabled brick building with bay and casement
windows. Rosemary tile roof covering and black wooden
sills. Wooden porch.
This handsome residential property was originally an Inn
“The Black Horse”, so named because, according to
legend, Dick Turpin would sup here while his horse “Black
Bess” was out of sight of the authorities, in a paddock
along the Fenn Lanes.

Associated Entries on HER*:
MLE8930 Situated within the historic settlement core of Fenny Drayton
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1-3 Lodge Farm Cottages, Fenny Drayton
A group of three attached Cottages known locally as ‘Dog Cottages’ built in
1890 by Squire Vincent T Eyre of Lindley Hall on land known as ‘The Dog
Yard’. A ceramic plaque bears the initials VTE at one end of the row and the
year 1890 at the other.
The cottages are of red brick with blue clay tile roof coverings. Replacement
PVC doors and windows have been installed. Arched red brick window
lentils with wooden gabled ends.
An example of period functional homes built for farm workers serving Lodge
Farm standing out as a landmark on the street scene in an area of
predominantly more modern bungalows.
The birthplace of George Fox (16241690), founder of the Society of
Friends otherwise known as The
Quakers, is believed to have stood to the north of an area known as
the ‘Dog Yard’ possibly at the bottom of the garden of No 1 Fox’s
Covert. The timber framed cottage, obscured by Lodge Farm
cottages, was extant in 1913 (Harvey & Crowther Beynon, 1913).
Photograph Leicestershire & Rutland Records Office.
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An 1889 OS Map overlays a 2020 map of the area
known as ‘The Dog Yard’. The map has been
carefully aligned with Old Forge Road, Bridle
Cottage on Church Lane and Drayton Lane. The
buildings present in ‘The Dog Yard’ in 1889
(known to be occupied by farmer, Joseph Farmer
and his family and Dog Yard Cottage by the family
of William Bown in 1871), visible in pink are
located on land in gardens to the rear of Nos 1
and 2.

Associated HER Listings: MLE13091 Listed Building
MLE8930 Historic settlement core of Fenny Drayton
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(II)

1188518:

George

Fox

Memorial

Walter Leith Memorial, Grass Verge Between 1-3 Main Road, Ratcliffe Culey
Memorial, 1880. Memorial stone, in memory of Walter Leith, JP, a
gentleman of Hints Hall, Tamworth who previously resided at Ashby
Manor. He was a Director of Allsopp’s Brewery of Burton.
Whilst proceeding to a Meet of the Atherstone Hunt at Upton, Walter
Leith fell from his horse and died. The memorial stone was placed on the
grass verge on Main Road near where he fell by members of the
Atherstone Hunt. He is buried at St Mary’s Old Church in Walmer, Kent.
The inscription reads:
In Memoriam
W.L.
FEBRUARY 16TH 1880.
The memorial is tended today by members of the village community. The
memorial is important as many farmers and residents in the community
have a long association with the historic Atherstone Hunt.
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War Memorial, Witherley
Memorial. The Playing
Field in the centre of the
Witherley Village was
purchased in about 1945,
as a Memorial to the men
and women of the village
who died, or served, in
World War II (1939-45).
The ownership of the
Field was placed on behalf
of the village, by the
original Trustees, in the
hands of the Charity
Commissioners, and that ownership exists under a Trust Deed. The Playing Field is, therefore, safely held
and a locally appointed Committee manages and administers the activities and maintenance of the Field,
as required under the terms of the Trust Deed.
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The original thought behind purchase of the Field was set in granite stone when a Memorial was erected in
1974. The design of the Memorial was executed by Mr. D.C. Merriman, an artist and sculptor, of Leicester,
and the work on the Plaque carried out by Dr. Wenham, also of Leicester; both gentlemen giving their skill
and time free of charge, as a gesture to the village, in sympathy with the motive.
Restoration works were carried out in 2020, in time for the International 75th Anniversary VE Day
celebrations held in May 2020. Highly valued local heritage asset.
Associated Listing: Witherley Conservation Area

3. Existing non-designated heritage assets: in Leicestershire County Council Historic
Environment Record as ‘unlisted historic buildings’
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Farm buildings, Hill Farm, Fenny Drayton
LCC HER MLE 19835
C19th farm buildings - an 1858 threshing barn on the north side of the courtyard, C19th cowsheds on the
south side.
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The Forge, 15 Old Forge Road, Fenny Drayton
LCC HER MLE 20906
The Smithy is shown on the late C19th OS map. The remains of the old furnace survive in the front garden,
though the 'Smithy' part of the building was demolished in the C20th. The watching brief recorded a large
pit almost directly under the remains of the furnace. The fill consisted of tip lines of silty soil, ceramic
building material and clinker. Demolition of the old extension revealed part of the timber framing of the
original building, a pegged box-frame structure.
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